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Case Study 
     Nursing and Residential Home 

Lynwood, Ascot, UK  

 

Berkshire Multi-Care Home Installs 69 Ceiling Hoists attraction 

The Home, located in beautiful Berkshire grounds has been providing high quality care since 1948. 
To meet growing demands for care, Lynwood has recently undergone a number of extensions to 
their services to include Nursing, Dementia and Sheltered Accommodation. 

OpeMed delivered design expertise for ceiling hoists and ceiling tracking for 69 of the new Nursing 
Home and Dementia rooms including bedrooms, wet-rooms, assisted bathrooms and the 
rehabilitation and leisure swimming pools. 

Ensuring Practical Ceiling Hoist Solutions  

By offering our clients our expertise in room design, we can 
ensure that not only all of the structural considerations have 
been addressed but also the attention to aesthetic details 
and user-friendly features such as handy charging points 
and storage areas. 

The OT200 Compact Ceiling Hoist is a second-generation 
model that is 30% smaller than the previous version. With 
all of the same proven unique features such as Gravity 
Charging, 200kg Safe Working Load, Emergency No-Tools 
Lowering and 6 point spreader bars but in a more compact 
and attractive design.  

BEN selected OpeMed Ceiling Hoists for multiple rooms: 

• 69 rooms have XY to XY full room covering systems 
• 15 are fitted with portable ceiling hoists for 

occasional use 
• A specialist bariatric room has been equipped for 

bariatric patients up to 400kg and supplied with 
specialist reinforcements to meet the needs of these 
users 

All equipment installed into BEN Lynwood has been 
rigorously load tested to comply with ISO-10535 and LOLER. 
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The OT200 Ceiling Hoist; The Ideal Nursing Home Hoist 

As an assistive piece of equipment, the OT200 is designed with both the user and carer in mind.  

• The OT200 is the smallest hoist in its class, giving optimum aesthetics 
• OpeMed’s Gravity Charging System ensures the hoist is always ready to use, conserves 

energy and reduces the maintenance cost by reducing the number of replacement batteries 
required over the life-time of the hoist 

• The spreader bar has 6 hooks for optimum comfort and sling usage. Manual and Powered 
Cradles are available to suit clip sling users 

• The unique dual emergency lowering function is fully automatic, never requiring the carer 
to manually wind down the hoist therefore reducing the risk of carer injury 


